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Stiffness and Efficiency
Optimization of a Hydrostatic
Laser Surface Textured Gas Seal
Microdimples generated by laser surface texturing (LST) can be used to enhance perfor-
mance in hydrostatic gas-lubricated mechanical seals. This is achieved by applying mi-
crodimples with high area density over a certain portion of the sealing dam width adja-
cent to the high-pressure side, leaving the remaining portion untextured. The textured
portion provides an equivalent larger gap that results in converging clearance in the
direction of pressure drop and hence, hydrostatic pressure buildup, similar to that of a
radial step seal. A mathematical model based on the solution of the Reynolds equation for
compressible Newtonian fluid in a narrow gap between two nominally parallel stationary
surfaces is developed. A detailed dimensionless analysis of the texturing parameters is
performed to achieve maximum gas film stiffness with minimum gas leakage.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2540120�
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Introduction
One main objective in noncontacting mechanical seals is to

rovide minimal leakage and friction losses during operation. This
ay be achieved by a small clearance between the mating faces

hat is just enough to avoid any rubbing contact and allowing
ome tolerable leakage. Since mechanical seals can experience
ndesirable vibrations, and since a proper positive stiffness of the
ubricant film can provide stable steady-state operation, the seal
tiffness is of major importance.

The steady state stability of two phase mechanical seals with
oth parallel and tapered noncontacting faces was studied exten-
ively by Hughes et al. �1,2� regarding load carrying capacity,
ubricant leakage, and film stiffness. Two values for film thickness
quilibrium were reported. The larger equilibrium film thickness
rovides positive film stiffness that is required for robust seal
peration but with the smaller equilibrium film thickness any
mall axial perturbation leads to seal collapse. Etsion and Pas-
ovici �3� studied a two-phase hydrostatic mechanical seal with
isaligned faces. It was shown that phase change can be detri-
ental to the angular stiffness resulting in less stable or even

nstable seal operation.
Etsion and Lipshitz �4� suggested a simple method to provide

ydrostatic face seals with the necessary axial stiffness. By ex-
ending the nosepiece of a conventional hydrostatic seal, the au-
hors developed a new seal configuration having superior perfor-

ance of maximum film stiffness combined with minimum
eakage and friction torque.

Several methods to produce axial stiffness in face seals include
arious stepped and grooved configurations of one or both of the
ating faces. Shellef and Johnson �5� optimized a bi-directional

adial groove gas seal to minimize leakage and maximize film
tiffness. A set of geometrical relationships was found that sub-
tantially increases the seal performance in terms of maximum
lm stiffness for both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic regimes. A
imilar optimization for a spiral groove gas seal design was pre-
ented by Kowalski and Basu �6� both theoretically and experi-
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mentally. Contrary to the bi-directional radial groove seal, the
spiral groove design has a preferred direction and when operated
in reverse direction the seal has lower stiffness and higher leakage
levels.

The stiffness optimization described so far was based on mac-
rovariations of the nominal film thickness. Another way to en-
hance film stiffness is to employ microsurface texturing on one of
the mating surfaces. This can be a more cost effective way than
actually manufacture a taper, grooves, or steps. A review of vari-
ous texturing concepts can be found in Ref. �7� suggesting that of
all the microsurface texturing methods, the laser surface texturing
�LST� is perhaps the most practical one. This is particularly due to
the fact that the laser is extremely fast, environment friendly, and
provides an excellent control of the microtexturing parameters,
thereby allowing realization of optimum designs.

The first model for LST mechanical seals was offered by Etsion
and Burshtein in 1996 �8�. Since then a large volume of theoreti-
cal and experimental work was published on various aspects of
LST liquid seals �9–14�. Partial LST was successfully employed
to enhance hydrostatic effects in high-pressure seals �13�, and to
reduce breakaway torque and blister formation in carbon–graphite
mechanical seal faces �14�.

Hydrodynamic gas seals can also benefit from LST as was
shown theoretically by Kligerman and Etsion �15� and experimen-
tally by McNickle and Etsion �16�. Recently, Feldman et al. �17�
developed a theoretical model to study the effect of partial LST on
a hydrostatic gas seal. The authors performed a detailed paramet-
ric analysis to find the optimum laser texturing parameters for
maximum seal efficiency based on load capacity and leakage con-
siderations.

The main goal of this paper is to complement the preceding
work, by optimizing the LST gas seal performance in terms of
maximum film stiffness, combined with minimum gas leakage.

2 Analytical Model
A schematic of the partial LST hydrostatic seal that was inves-

tigated in Ref. �17� is shown in Fig. 1. The textured face portion,
confined by an outer seal diameter do and a textured diameter dp,
provides an equivalent larger gap than that of the untextured face
portion between dp and the inner seal diameter di. The gas flow,

induced by the pressure drop from the sealed high-pressure po at
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he outer diameter to the ambient pressure pa at the inner diam-
ter, is therefore in the direction of a converging clearance, lead-
ng to hydrostatic pressure buildup.

The mechanical seal in Fig. 1 is characterized by a diameter
atio, di /do, close to unity �around 0.9� allowing us to neglect the
ealing dam curvature and to treat the LST surface as a collection
f radial dimple columns. Each column has a length, l, which
quals the radial width of the sealing dam and a LST portion
ength b equal to �do−dp� /2. The seal faces are separated by a
niform gas film thickness, c, �see Fig. 1�. Periodicity of the sur-
ace texturing in the circumferential direction and radial symmetry
f each dimple column permit considering the pressure field over
nly one-half of one dimples column �see Ref. �17��.

The sealed gas is assumed to be compressible and viscous
Newtonian� with a constant viscosity. Dimensionless hydrostatic
ressure distribution over just one-half of a single dimple column
s obtained from the dimensionless Reynolds equation

�

�X
�PH3�P

�X
� +

�

�Z
�PH3�P

�Z
� = 0 �1�

here the column length l scales the radial x and circumferential
coordinates, the nominal clearance c scales the local film thick-
ess, and pa scales the pressure field, namely

P =
P

Pa
; H =

h

c
; Z =

z

l
; X =

x

l
�2�

ote, that the dimensionless pressure boundary conditions are P
Po and P=1 at X=0 and X=1, respectively.
The main dimensionless parameters affecting the hydrostatic

ressure distribution are: the dimple area density Sp, representing
he percentage of textured seal face area between do and dp �see
ig. 1�, the dimensionless dimple depth, �=hp /c, the dimension-

ess dimple diameter, �=2rp /c, and the textured portion �=b / l.
he dimple density Sp is assigned a value of 0.65 for high load
arrying capacity and to still maintain the validity of the Reynolds
quation �see Refs. �17,18��. Each microdimple is located in the
enter of an imaginary square cell of sides 2r�2r, where r
rp

�� /Sp /2.
Adopting the approach of Ref. �17�, the “equivalent step”

eight corresponding to the partial LST configuration �see Fig.
�b�� is obtained by dividing the volume of a dimple by the area
f its imaginary square cell, hence

Fig. 1 Schematic of a partial LST mechanical seal

ig. 2 Schematic of an “equivalent step seal” „a…; and its cor-

esponding partial LST seal „b…

08 / Vol. 129, APRIL 2007
heq =
�hp

24r2 �hp
2 + 3rp

2�

Thus, the clearance ratio � for an equivalent step configuration
�defined by the ratio of maximum film thickness hmax to the nomi-
nal clearance c �see Fig. 2�a�� is

� =
heq + c

c
=

Sp�

6
�4

�2

�2 + 3� + 1

Since practical values of the ratio � /� are of order 0.1 the first
term in the brackets can be neglected yielding the simple relation
�=1+�Sp /2. The analytical expression for the dimensionless av-
erage pressure, Pav, in the equivalent hydrostatic radial step seal
as well as the dimensionless gas leakage, Q, through its bound-
aries were obtained in Ref. �17�.

The seal stiffness k is the derivative of the load carrying capac-
ity with respect to the seal clearance c. In the case of the stepped
configuration the clearance ratio � can be expressed as �= �hst
+c� /c, where the step depth hst �see Fig. 2�a�� is assumed to be
constant. Considering the dimensionless definition of the average
pressure Pav �see Eq. �2��, we have by the chain rule differentia-
tion

kstep = −
dpav

dc
= −

dpav

d�

d�

dc
=

Pa

c
�� − 1�

dPav

d�
�3a�

It was shown in Ref. �17� that the average pressure Pav of a
partial LST hydrostatic gas seal is independent of the dimension-
less dimple diameter for practical values of ��60. Thus, the LST
seal film stiffness is also independent of �. Similar to Eq. �3a�,
and using the definition �=hp /c, the LST seal film stiffness may
be expressed as

kLST = −
dpav

dc
= −

dpav

d�

d�

dc
=

Pa

c
�

dPav

d�
�3b�

Normalizing the film stiffness, k, in Eqs. �3a� and �3b� by pa /c,
the dimensionless film stiffness, K, is

K = k/�pa/c� �4�

3 Results and Discussions

3.1 Film Stiffness. Figure 3 presents the dimensionless film
stiffness, K, of the partial LST seal versus its dimensionless
dimple depth � �solid lines� along with the stiffness of the corre-
sponding equivalent radial step seal versus its clearance ratio �
�dashed lines�. The results are shown for a typical case with Sp
=0.65, P0=2 and two optimum values of textured portion �or step

Fig. 3 Dimensionless stiffness, K, of the LST and radial step
seals versus dimensionless depth � or corresponding equiva-
lent clearance ratio �, „P0=2, Sp=0.65…
location�, �=0.7 for maximum load carrying capacity Pav and �
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0.5 for maximum Pav/Q ratio �see Ref. �17��.
As can be seen from Fig. 3 the maximum film stiffness, K, of

he LST seal corresponds to an � value of about 1.4 for both �
0.5 and �=0.7. The equivalent radial step seal is characterized
y an optimum � value of about 1.7. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
adial step configuration has a more pronounced maximum K val-
es compared with the LST configuration. The optimum K values
f the LST seal are between 50% and 60% of those of the corre-
ponding K values for a stepped configuration. Also, as can be
een from Fig. 3, the variation of K with � is more pronounced in
he stepped configuration.

3.2 Design Efficiency Parameter, Ek. In Ref. �17� an effi-
ient seal design was suggested based on maximizing the ratio
av/Q. It seems more practical to base the efficient design on
aximizing the ratio K /Q. This will expand the former optimiza-

ion from an ideal steady-state case to a real life application in-
olving disturbances of the seal clearance. In this case the effi-
ient design provides a more stable seal operation.

Figure 4 presents the new design efficiency parameter, Ek
K /Q, for a partial LST seal versus its dimensionless depth �, and

or an equivalent radial step seal versus its corresponding values
f clearance ratio �. The results are presented for �=0.7, which
ields maximum K value for the partial LST seal �see Fig. 3�. As
an be seen the LST configuration has an optimum value �=1.4
or a maximum design efficiency parameter, Ek, and the optimum
tepped seal corresponds to �=1.5. These optimums are sharp and
ven moderate deviations �no more than ±0.5� from them result in
p to 30% decrease for the LST seal, and up to 20% decrease for
he radial step seal in the design efficiency parameter.

The effect of the textured portion �or step location� � on the
esign efficiency parameter, Ek, for both LST and equivalent ra-
ial step configurations is presented in Fig. 5. The plots are given
or the optimum dimensionless dimple depth �=1.4 �or �=1.45�
hat maximizes the LST efficiency parameter Ek �see Fig. 4�. As
hown in Fig. 5, the optimum design corresponds to a textured
ortion �or step location� value of �=0.65. In addition, the maxi-
um Ek value of the partial LST seal comprises about 66% of the

orresponding maximum Ek value of the equivalent radial step
eal. This optimum is relatively shallow, leading to insignificant
no more then 10%� variations in the efficiency parameter values

ig. 4 Design efficiency parameter of the LST or radial step
eals versus dimensionless depth � or corresponding equiva-

ent clearance ratio �, „P0=2, Sp=0.65…
hile � deviates by ±0.1 from its optimal value.

ournal of Tribology
LST is much simpler and cost effective compared to conven-
tional machining techniques. Hence, considering it is almost as
efficient as the equivalent step, the LST seems an attractive alter-
native in enhancing hydrostatic gas seals performance.

4 Conclusion
The potential of partial laser surface texturing for enhanced

robust steady-state operation of hydrostatic gas seals was investi-
gated numerically. A detailed parametric analysis was performed
to optimize laser texturing parameters in terms of maximum film
stiffness and design efficiency parameter. A textured portion value
of �=0.7 and dimensionless dimple depth value of �=1.4 provide
maximum film stiffness and design efficiency parameters over a
wide range of LST parameters and operating conditions.

Nomenclature
b � LST portion length
c � clearance

di � inner seal diameter
do � outer seal diameter
dp � textured diameter
Ek � design efficiency parameter, Ek=K /Q
hp � dimple depth
h � local film thickness inside the imaginary cell

hst � step depth
H � dimensionless film thickness, H=h /c
k � seal stiffness

kLST � LST seal film stiffness
kstep � radial step seal film stiffness

K � dimensionless seal stiffness, K=k / �pa /c�
l � radial dimple column length

pa � ambient pressure
po � high pressure

pav � average pressure
P � dimensionless pressure, P= p / pa
Q � dimensionless gas leakage
r � imaginary cell half length

rp � dimple radius
Sp � dimple density

x, y, z � Cartesian coordinates
X, Z � dimensionless coordinates, X=x / l, Z=z / l

� � equivalent radial step seal clearance ratio,
�=hmax/c

� � textured portion, �=b / l
� � dimensionless dimple diameter, �=2rp /c
�

Fig. 5 Design efficiency parameter of the LST and radial step
seals versus textured portion „or step location… �, „P0=2,
Sp=0.65…
� dimensionless dimple depth, �=hp /c
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